Kenna.VI+ provides a comprehensive research tool and API that allows enterprises to search Kenna Security's vast exploit and vulnerability intelligence database. Included with Kenna.VI+ is both an easy to use interface and a flexible RESTful API. Rely on Kenna.VI+ to research and understand vulnerabilities in your environment and in the wild, while keeping track of major trends.

Vulnerabilities are scored by Kenna. We then enrich that vulnerability data with attack and exploit information which encompasses more than 7 billion managed vulnerabilities and 15+ exploit and threat intelligence feeds. Leveraging supervised machine learning algorithms, Kenna.VI+ analyzes this information to provide a unified source of intelligence that you can't get anywhere else.

### Kenna.VI and Kenna.VI+ Compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Kenna.VI</th>
<th>Kenna.VI+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTful API</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export Vulnerability Data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE Score History</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ground Truth Telemetry

- **15+** threat and exploit intelligence feeds
- **7+ BILLION** managed vulnerabilities
- **1+ BILLION** security events processed every month

The Brodest Array of Threat and Exploit Intel

- Malware Activity
- Exploit Kits
- Exploit Predictions
- Volume & Velocity
- Popular Targets
Vulnerability and Exploit Attributes

Kenna VI+ gives you both Kenna.VI’s easy to use screen interface to rapidly research any CVE, and the flexibility of a RESTful API that gives you complete access to all of the data in our extensive vulnerability and threat intelligence database.

With the Kenna.VI+ API, you can harness the more than 40 detailed attributes. These attributes allow you to access specific information about each vulnerability. They include CVSS data, remediation, vulnerability velocity, vulnerability volume, predicted exploitable, malware exploitable, easily exploitable, exploits, fixes, malware, successful exploitations, and more.

The Kenna VI+ API also provides access to the Kenna score history for a CVE. Giving you a record of every occurrence of a Kenna risk score change, what the score was before the change, and what it changed to.

Benefits

RAPID RESPONSE

When a new vulnerability is making headlines, it’s not uncommon for a security team to field questions about it, whether it’s in their environment or not. Kenna. VI+ arms security teams with all the information they need to create a plan of action and respond quickly and authoritatively.

FOCUS ON RISK

Kenna scores every vulnerability so you can always focus on the vulnerabilities that pose the most risk to the organization.

AUTHORITATIVE RESEARCH

Search and browse a comprehensive database of vulnerabilities enriched with exploit and threat meta-data with both a user interface and an API. Identify fixes and determine whether the vulnerability was used in a breach or malware, if an exploit was published, and much more.

PREDICTIVE EXPLOIT MODELING

Know the level of risk vulnerabilities pose—the instant they’re discovered—with predictive modeling technology.

COMPREHENSIVE INTEL

The most robust unified source of intelligence for vulnerabilities available anywhere.

Find out more about the robust threat intelligence of Kenna.VI+ at www.kennasecurity.com